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Abstract: Stress analysis is highly necessary to investigate the reliability of an engineering structure. A concise 

literature review was carried out to find the applications and challenges of stress analysis. This was done by 

reviewing papers published by researchers whose areas of interest were related to the course of study. It was 

concluded that stress analysis can be used to determine the strength of structures and to monitor the failure 

progression of composite materials among others. It was found that the complexity of structural geometry and 

localized or diffused structural damage are some of the challenges of stress analysis.   
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I.Introduction 
Stress analysis is an important aspect in engineering science, since failure of most engineering structures 

are caused by stresses. Members of a machine such as an engine, blades of a turbine, fuselage of a jumbo jet 

aircraft and others have to be subjected to rigorous stress analysis to ensure they are safe to be used for their 

intended purpose. Rankine became famous for his contributions in the field of mechanical engineering by 

concluding that stress concentration zones in mechanical parts were the main cause of structural failures [1]. 

Wöhler conducted some investigations on the axes of axles of carriages for the railway. The tests were performed 

in laboratory fatigue under repeated stresses subjected to bending, torsion and axial loads [2]. The studies showed 

that the fatigue life increased with decreasing applied stress field so that below a certain threshold of tension, the 

member seemed to have infinite life. On the other hand, he observed that the fatigue life was drastically reduced 

by the presence of notches. Other contributions were introduced particularly by Fairbairn [3] and Gerber [4], 

which developed the design methods for different fatigue stress cycles. Similar studies was performed by 

Goodman [5], and he observed that the elastic limit of metals under cyclic elastic limit was different from the 

monotonic regime, which came to confirm the results published by Wöhler. It looks clear that many people have 

contributed immensely to the field of stress analysis.  

The determination of reliable and unique stress quantity required for fatigue analyses has been attempted 

by utilizing the hot spot or structural stress, 𝜎ℎ𝑠 , employed previously in the offshore structures sector [6, 7]. 
Webster et al. [8] performed three dimensional finite element analysis of a high-speed diesel engine connecting 

rod. For this analysis they used the maximum compressive load which was measured experimentally, and the 

maximum tensile load which is essentially the inertia load of the piston assembly mass.  
Hippoliti [9] reported design methodology in use at Piaggio for connecting rod design, which 

incorporates an optimization session. However, neither the details of optimization nor the load under which 

optimization was performed were discussed. Two parametric FE procedures using 2D plane stress and 3D 

approach developed by the author were compared with experimental results and shown to have good agreements. 

The optimization procedure they developed was based on the 2D approach. Athavale and Sajanpawar [10] 

modeled the inertia load in their finite element model. An interface software was developed to apply the 

acceleration load to elements on the connecting rod depending upon their location, since acceleration varies in 

magnitude and direction with location on the connecting rod. They fixed the ends of the connecting rod, to 

determine the deflection and stresses.  

Yoo et al. [11] used variational equations of elasticity, material derivative idea of continuum mechanics 

and an adjoint variable technique to calculate shape design sensitivities of stress. The results were used in an 

iterative optimization algorithm, steepest descent algorithm, to numerically solve an optimal design problem. 

Sarihan and Song [12], for the optimization of the wrist pin end, used a fatigue load cycle consisting of 

compressive gas load corresponding to maximum torque and tensile load which also correspond to maximum 

inertia load. Evidently, they used the maximum loads in the whole operating range of the engine. To actually 

design for fatigue, modified Goodman equation with alternating octahedral shear stress and mean octahedral shear 

stress was used. For optimization, they generated an approximate design surface, and performed optimization of 

this design surface. The objective and constraint functions were updated to obtain precise values. This process 

was repeated till convergence was achieved. They also included constraints to avoid fretting fatigue. The mean 
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and the alternating components of the stress were calculated using maximum and minimum values of octahedral 

shear stress. Their exercise reduced the connecting rod weight by approximately 27%.   
Niemi [13] did some work to come by a proposition to decompose the linearized through thickness stress 

field into the uniformly distributed membrane (axial) stress field, 𝜎ℎ𝑠
𝑚 and the anti-symmetric bending stress, 𝜎ℎ𝑠

𝑏 . 

The stress distribution, required for determining the stress intensity factor K by the weight function method, can 

be found by utilizing the universal stress distributions proposed by Monahan [14]. The combination of appropriate 

weight function [14, 15, 16] and the through thickness stress distribution renders it feasible to determine the stress 

intensity factor and to subsequently simulate the fatigue crack growth in any welded member without extensively 

relying on FE numerical analyses of cracked bodies. A special coarse mesh FE modeling technique was proposed 

[17] to enable the determination of membrane and bending hot spot stresses, 𝜎ℎ𝑠
𝑚 and 𝜎ℎ𝑠

𝑏 . It is however, necessary 

to review the applications and challenges of stress analysis.    
 

II.Applications Of Stress Analysis  

Nowadays there are many computer tools which can be used purposely to investigate the strength and 

dynamic structural features of individual bodies or complex mechanical systems made up of large number of 

bodies [18, 19, 20, 21]. Finite Element Method is the most commonly used numerical technique based on the 

continuum mechanics [22, 23] allowing mainly the investigation and determination of the stresses and strains in 

materials [24, 25, 26, 27] and structures subjected to forces, torques etc. [28, 29].  Oterkus et al. [30] established 
a principle for stress analysis of composite materials/structures. Failure analysis of composite materials is quite 

complex and challenging. Finite element analysis was utilised as a numerical tool to determine the failure 

progression in composite materials/structures. There are various techniques which were specifically developed 

for this purpose. One of the common techniques was Virtual Crack Closure Technique [31, 32]. This technique is 

based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) and it is based on the idea that the amount of energy required 

to form a crack surface is equal to the amount of energy needed to close that same crack. Since the principle is 

based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics, an initial crack is required to perform the analysis. The pseudo stress 

output can be used together with a multi-axial notch analysis technique to estimate local true stresses or strains at 

stress concentration zones for fatigue damage evaluation. The fixed reactive stress analysis is a common, 

fundamental solution for a constrained structure that is subjected to a set of constant or time independent actions 

such as forces, moments, torque, and temperatures [33].  

Stress analysis is significant to evaluate the damage accumulation and remaining life of structures 

because of the flexibility to predict remaining life if the operating pattern contains wide variation in the 

combination of operation time and start-up cycles [34]. Darshit et al. [35], performed a static stress analysis on 

the upper surface of a truck chassis. Critical parts that will lead to failure were observed. A 3-D finite element 

model of the truck chassis was made using ProE before analyzed through ANSYS software. Numerical results 

showed that the critical part was at the mounting bracket of the tire and also at the front part of the chassis. Some 

design modifications were presented to reduce the stress and to improve the strength of the truck chassis.  MSC 

Nastran is a multidisciplinary structural analysis application utilized to perform static, dynamic, and thermal 

analysis across the linear and nonlinear domains, supported by an automated structural optimization and high 

performance fatigue analysis technologies, all enabled by powerful  computing [36].  

Masahiro et al. [37] predicted the strength of main frames of dump truck based on static stress analysis 

where dynamic loads obtained by measurement with actual machines were replaced with static loads. For the 

articulated dump truck that was developed recently, it was needed to precisely predict the stresses that act on the 

frames during travel. They introduced elastic characteristic of main frame into kinematical analysis models using 

kinematical analysis software ADAMS and finite element method software NASTRAN so as to compute frame 

stress that occurs during travel, which was applied to the rear frame of the articulated dump truck. Stress analysis 

is one of the most important steps in any structural design practice. A desirable stress analysis method should give 

reasonably accurate, reliable results in terms of the magnitude and distribution of stresses or strains in the structure 

of interest which is subjected to a definite load and boundary condition. The information from the analysis will 

enable the engineer to predict the strength of the structure [38]. Karaoglu and Kuralay [39] conducted a research 

on the stress analysis of a truck chassis with riveted joints utilizing FEM. The numerical results showed that 

stresses on the side member can be decreased by increasing the side member thickness locally. If the change in 

thickness is not feasible, then increasing the connection plate length may be a good alternative. This result may 

lead to optimal design of the truck chassis.  

While investigating a connecting rod failure that led to a disastrous failure of an engine, Rabb [40] 

performed a detailed FEA of the connecting rod. He modeled the threads of the connecting rod, the threads of 

connecting rod screws, the pre-stress in the screws, the diametric interference between the bearing sleeve and the 

crank end of the connecting rod, the diametric clearance between the crank and the crank bearing, the inertia load 

acting on the connecting rod, and the combustion pressure. The analysis clearly indicated the failure location at 
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the thread root of the connecting rod, caused by improper screw thread profile. The connecting rod failed at the 

location indicated by the FEA.  
Mahmoodi et al. [41] discussed the stress and dynamic analysis of truck ladder chassis. At the first stage, 

in order to design a chassis for self-weight reduction, material type and cross section profiles of chassis were 

chosen according to a maximum normal stress and maximum strain theories. Then, the stress analysis of truck 

chassis was carried out by ABAQUS software to determine maximum transverse deflection and stress distribution. 

The stress/strain distribution was computed along the chassis. Maximum stress and strain levels are found in the 

front section of chassis, where engine and transmission are installed. Moreover, results showed that open U-shaped 

profiles are sufficient for weight reduction which can endure loads.  

Roslan Abd Rahman et al. [42] conducted stress analysis using ABAQUS to locate the critical point of 

stress. They used ASTM Low Alloy Steel A 710 C material which has 552 MPa of yield strength and 620 MPa 

of tensile strength. The simulation result showed that the critical point of stress occurred at the opening of chassis 

which is in contact with the bolt. The stress magnitude for the critical point was 386.9 MPa. They reported that 

the critical point is an initial to probable failure since fatigue failure started from the highest stress point. They 

also asserted that the magnitude of the stress can be used to predict the life span of the truck chassis. The 

knowledge of elastic peak stress, 𝜎𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, makes it feasible to assess the fatigue crack initiation life by employing 

the local strain-life technique [43, 44].  

 

III.Challenges Of Stress Analysis 
Accurate stress analysis of real structures containing diffuse or localized damage is a very difficult task 

even in the elastic state. The task is further complicated if the material is in the plastic state and if the structural 

geometry is complex. This task cannot be accomplished analytically in all but the most simple structures [45]. 

Stress analysis of adhesive joints is one of the most difficult engineering tasks due to the presence of bimaterial 

interfaces and geometrical discontinuities which might cause stress singularities and consequently uncertainty in 

evaluations of stresses or strains [38]. FEM analysis of local stress-strain state of micro-heterogeneous composite 

material is actually a difficult task [46]. The FEA software which is basically used for stress analysis does not 

give accurate results when it comes to stress concentration testing. Finite element analysis as a tool for stress 

analysis is also a complex process and requires higher time for compilation as compared with other similar 

methods [47]. When dealing with contact problems, stress analysis becomes difficult because the boundary for 

the analysis is unknown and thus, the problem becomes part of the solution [48]. There are difficulties when 

working on bodies with non-straight boundaries which subsequently makes the member difficult to impose 

boundary conditions. Non-uniform and non-rectangular meshes obtained when using ANSYS to do stress analysis 

is also a challenge [49]. Determining infinite stress at a sharp corner can become a difficult task in stress analysis. 

Thus, singularities can be confusing because they cause an accuracy problem inside the model, which implies a 

problem with visualization because singularities extend the range of the stresses. This means that smaller stresses 

can appear to be negligible [50]. 

 

IV.Conclusions 
The literature review provided us with the following relevant information: 

1. Stress analysis enables us to monitor the failure progression of composite materials 

2. Stress analysis helps us to predict the strength of structures 

3. Stress analysis helps us to determine the magnitude and distribution of stresses and strains in a structure of 

interest 

4. Stress analysis allows the evaluation of damage accumulation and remaining life of structures  

5. Stress analysis enables us to optimize the design of an engineering structure 

6. Stress analysis is affected when the structure of interest contains diffuse or localized damage patterns  

7. Stress analysis is also affected when the part or structure of interest have a complex geometry 

8. Stress analysis is affected when you are dealing with structures with adhesive joints 

9. It is time consuming 

10. The stress analysis of local stress-strain state of micro-heterogeneous composite material is difficult 

11. When dealing with contact problems stress analysis becomes difficult 

12. Determination of infinite stress at a sharp corner can be difficult 
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